Cabin Fever Weavin’
Dianne Gleixner & Pam Brown
January 4th & 5th -- 2020
Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.; Sunday 8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Roosevelt Building - 122 E. McKinley Street -- Owatonna MN
** NOTE: This is a different location than last year **
Contact: Deb Mather 507-456-6532  weavinwinona@gmail.com

You are invited to join us for a weekend of weaving to break the Cabin Fever of midwest winter.
Registration fee is $25 per day. Lunches are available or you may bring your own.
You may bring a task light for small weaving if you’d like. We will have drop cords and surge protectors.

Saturday Class Options with Dianne Gleixner

Raspberry Dreams
6 hours   Intermediate Weaving Level
**Basket dimensions:** Width 12”, Length 15”, Height 6” not including handle height
Students will weave an open weave base on a rectangular wood hoop, twine around the base then add corner spokes. Other techniques include start/stop rows, triple twining, and adding overlays. Emphasis will be on shaping to match the shape of the hoop/handle and how to avoid the dreaded “peanut shape”. Top it off with a beautiful interlocking V knot on top of the handle.
**Tools Required:** The usual weaving tools, plus a spoke weight
**Class, prep & material fee:** $61

Pizzazz
8 hours   Intermediate/Advanced Weaving Level
**Basket dimensions:** Base: 6” diam.  Top: 8” diam.,  Height: 8”
This somewhat urn shaped bowl starts with a round wood base, features triple twining with a step-up, twill weave, chase weaving, and a stacked rim lashed with waxed linen thread. Emphasis will be in shaping, correctly weaving the twill, and the interesting twill with a triple twined chase weave. **Prior twill experience is necessary.** Slower students may not finish the rim lashing in class.
**Tools Required:** The usual weaving tools plus a small packing tool and a large eyed, blunt tip tapestry needle
**Class, prep & material fee:** $61
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**Sampler Tote Basket**
8 hours  Intermediate Weaving Level
**Basket dimensions:** Length 14”  Width 7”  Height 12” not including handles
Students can learn new weaves or perfect techniques they already know while weaving this large tote basket. Techniques include triple twining, paired weaving, stacked weaving, triple twined arrows, 4-rod wale, and French randing. Emphasis will be on shaping and encouragement will be given to students wanting to experiment with their own design. This tote will be topped off with sturdy leather handles.
**Tools Required:** The usual weaving tools plus a spoke weight
Class, prep & material fee: $69

Sunday Class Options with Dianne Gleixner

**Fancy Cat**
6 hours  Intermediate Weaving Level
**Basket dimensions:** Base 6” square, Top diameter 12”, Height 8” tall
Beginning with a square open weave base, students will learn to get a round, cathead shape while weaving a continuous weave up the sides. Other techniques include triple twining, paired triple twining, start/stop weaving, and adding overlays. Shaping will be the key focus of this class.
**Tools Required:** The usual weaving tools plus a spoke weight
Class, prep & material fee: $57

**Foraging Basket**
4 hours  All Weaving Levels
**Basket dimensions:** Length 9”, Width 12”, Height 6”
Students will weave an open weave base, upset the spokes, then do a continuous weave up the sides. Emphasis will be on shaping so the back is flat and the front pouches out. The shaker tape handle is adjustable so the basket can be worn different ways.
**Tools Required:** The usual weaving tools
Class, prep & material fee: $51
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**Spiral Pathways**
6 hours  Intermediate Weaving Level  
**Basket dimensions:** Top: 9” x 12”  Height: 7” (not including handle)
Students will insert the spokes into an oval slotted wood base, concentrate in shaping to fit the swing handle, learn triple twining and an unique decorative overlay. The combination of smoked and natural reed creates a beautiful, useful basket.
**Tools Required:** The usual weaving tools

Class, prep & material fee:  $67

**Dianne will also bring some kits for:**  **Sweet Little Something!**
2 hour class – Beginner/All Levels  
**Basket dimensions:** 3” x 5” oval,  Height: 5”
This cute little basket is a breeze to weave, and just so adorable when finished! Starting with an oval slotted wood base, do a continuous weave up the sides and finish the top with a simple matchstick rim. A hand painted clay tie on can be attached to the front. Reed color choices and a variety of tie-ons will be available. Each tie-on is one-of-a-kind!
**Tools Required:** The usual weaving tools

Class, prep & material fee:  $25

Dianne will also bring an assortment of her basket kits for purchase.
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Class Options with Pam Brown

Saturday or Sunday 8:30 a.m. - 5 hour class

**Hand Woven Christmas Ornaments**
5 hour class
Kits will consist of Wax Linen or Brazilian Waxed Polyester. You will incorporate Czech glass beads within the pattern and or a charm in the center of the ornament. There is a general pattern but it’s only limited to your imagination when it comes with the different twining patterns. You can braid a handle or use leather strips that are provided to hang your ornament. A variety of color combinations are available to choose from. You can also make it into a pin or necklace. Extra kits will be available.
Class, prep & material fee: $35

Saturday 2:00 p.m. - 2 hour class

**Hand Woven Bangle Bracelets**
2 hour class
There will be several different patterns/colors available and all will be woven on a base of reed with the exception of the folded bracelet. I have kits available using reed, hamburg cane, and Lauhala (leaves from the hala tree in Hawaii) from which to choose as your project. I will also have the folded Lauhala available which is actually woven on itself and measured to fit your arm. Extra kits will be available.
Class, prep & material fee $30
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January 4th & 5th – 2020 - Cabin Fever Weavin' Registration (Weaving 8:30-7:00 on Saturday & 8:30-3:00 on Sunday)

Roosevelt Building - 122 E. McKinley Street -- Owatonna MN  55060

Contact: Deb Mather - Cell:  507-456-6532  weavinwinona@gmail.com  Registrations accepted on a 1st received basis.

---

Name: __________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
City: _______________________ State: _____________ Zip: _____________
Phone # (day ___ or evening ___) ___________________________ E-mail: ____________________________

---

**Note location change**

---

Payment: Please send checks with registration. One for meals and daily fee which will be cashed on January 2nd made out to Ferggie’s Basket Case, and individual checks for classes made out to the teacher.  

Please make class checks payable to the teacher - a separate check for each class. Thank you!

---

**Choose your basket and indicate 2nd choice if desired**  **All Basket classes start at 8:30 a.m. - Bracelet starts at 2 p.m. on Saturday**

---

Dianne Gleixner Classes

Saturday -- Raspberry Dreams – 6 hr; $61 ______;  Pizzazz - 8 hr; $61 ______;
Sampler Tote Basket – 8 hr; $69 ______

Sunday -- Fancy Cat – 6 hr; $57 ______;  Foraging Basket – 4 hr; $51 ______;
Spiral Pathways – 6 hr; $67 ______

Choose your day -- Sweet Little Something – 2 hr; $25 ______  Saturday _____ or Sunday _____

---

Pam Brown Classes

Christmas Ornaments  5 Hr. Saturday _____or Sunday _____ $35 ______
Hand Woven Bangle Bracelets  2 Hr. Saturday $35 ______

---

REGISTRATION FEE:   $25 per day  Saturday _______  Sunday _____

---

Please make this check out to Ferggie’s Basket Case

---

Coffee, tea, juice, and breakfast snack will be provided in the morning.  Lunch is available or you may bring your own sack lunch-refrigerator and microwave will be available.  I will have bottled water available – please bring your own soda if you want it.

If you would like to order lunch - meals will include dessert.

Saturday  Pizza $9.00 _______  Sunday – Shredded Chicken-chips-coleslaw $9.00 _______
Saturday evening: Soup & sandwich $9.00 _______  TOTAL  Meals & Registration ____________

---

I understand that if I am unable to attend, I will receive a kit for the basket unless there is someone to take my place in the class.

Signature ______________________________________